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Introduction  

Welcome to our Autumn/Winter 2014 Newsletter. 

The Autumn and Winter months are a busy time 

with three ‘Homebuilding & Renovating and Home 

Improvement Shows’ in fairly quick succession. If 

September’s show at Olympia in London is          

anything to go by then the two in November are 

going to be very well attended.  

This newsletter provides all you need to know 

about the next two shows with regard to the     

Planning Clinic, expert seminars, as well as exciting 

news regarding the 3rd book in our ever popular 

‘Toolkit Series’ and a review of recent self build 

projects.  

Self and Custom Building in the news 

With a widening housing crisis government        

support for the self and custom build sectors is   

increasing with a wide range of measures          

proposed or in the pipeline to help unlock land, 

provide finance and to ensure that more            

developments can come forward. 

Self-build and custom build housing both provide 

routes into home ownership for individuals and 

groups, however there are often barriers such as 

the availability of land. 

 

Foxley Tagg Planning Ltd have been advising the 

National Custom & Self Build Association (NaCSBA) 

with regard to new planning policy ideas which 

are intended to be put forward to the                

Government (whoever is in power!) and then to 

local authorities so that more self and custom build 

projects can be bought forward.  

In “Laying the foundations: a housing strategy for 

England (2011)”, the Government set out plans to 

enable more people to build or commission their 

own home with an aspiration to double the size of 

the self-build market so as to create up to 100,000 

additional self or custom build homes over the 

next decade.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Various measures have been introduced to ease 

the path for those wanting to build their own 

home including (repayable) funding; an              

exemption from the Community Infrastructure 

Levy; amendments to planning guidance; and 

improved access to public sector land. The       

Government is currently piloting Right to Build     

projects in 11 areas. 

 

The UK has a much lower rate of self-building than 

other European countries with 7-10% of             

completions being self build scheme whereas in 

Austria it accounts for around 80% of new homes.  



Recent surveys suggest that 53% of people in the 

UK would consider building their own home given 

the opportunity.  

 

Presenting viable opportunities for self or custom 

builders is now a hot political topic with a Richard 

Bacon MP outlining that “it is time to make self-built 

homes a mainstream part of Britain's housing      

market”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Private Members Bill tabled by Richard Bacon 

MP reading to “Self-build and Custom                  

Housebuilding” had its second reading on           

October 24th 2014 with the Committee Stage to be 

arranged next year.  

 

The Public Bill Committee will scrutinise the Bill line 

by line and is expected to report to the House. 

The proposed bill provides support for existing   

Government initiatives, particularly the proposed 

‘Right to Build’, with the aim of increasing the   

number of self/custom built properties in England 

and Wales.  

 

The Bill once made law will “place a duty on local 

authorities to keep a register of individuals and 

community groups who have expressed an        

interest in acquiring land to bring forward self-build 

and custom-build projects” In addition it will allow 

volume house builders to include self-build and 

custom-build projects as contributing towards their 

affordable housing obligations”  

 

(Source: www.parliament.uk)  

 

The Bill has the support of the Government and as 

such we hope that it soon will achieve Royal       

Assent.  

 

Notwithstanding the, Bill Foxley Tagg have been at 

the forefront of the self and custom build sector 

with Sally Tagg being part of the Governments 

Working Group as well as undertaking local        

authority training and helping to write and publish 

a practice guide for industry practitioners.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition through our involvement with NaCSBA 

and our role as planning experts for the          

Homebuilding & Renovating Magazine we work 

with a large variety of clients to help deliver their 

project, be it a new home, a renovation or an    

extension. This newsletter provides an insight with 

regard to some of recent project successes.  

It is therefore an exciting time for the sector and an 

opportune moment to bring forward a self build 

project. 
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Homebuilding & Renovating Shows:  

The Planning Clinic 

 

Foxley Tagg will again be hosting a Planning Clinic 

at both the Northern (Harrogate) and Southwest 

(Bath & West Somerset Showground)                  

Homebuilding & Renovating shows this November. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Planning Clinic offers attendees 15 minute    

sessions with experienced professional planners 

who can offer advice and guidance with regard 

to all manner of projects from extensions to new 

homes. 

 

So, bring your plans, ideas and applications to   

either show and get a priceless 15 minute           

consultation with the Foxley Tagg team.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But remember the FREE planning clinic is always 

busy, so book a slot as soon as you arrive at the 

show from the Advice Centre Concierge.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Types of questions that the Planning Clinic can     

answer: 

 

• Does the principle of what I am proposing 

accord with national and local planning    

policy? 

• What are the primary issues that the Council 

will assess in determining an application ? 

• What are the constraints of my site? 

• Have I thought of all the development       

possibilities on my site? 

• What Permitted Development rights are    

available to me? 

 

Show Offers and Tickets 

 

Be sure to visit our website in the run up to the 

shows for more information on the shows as well as 

offers and tickets.  Our website is: 

www.foxleytaggplanning.co.uk/  

 

Homebuilding & Renovating Shows:  

Sally Tagg Seminars 

 

Sally Tagg (Foxley Tagg Managing Director and 

Homebuilding & Renovating Magazine Planning 

Expert) will be presenting at both the forthcoming 

November Homebuilding & Renovating shows.  

 

The free seminars offer a great insight, hints and 

tips with regard to the Planning System and         

Permitted Development Rights.  

 

Title:   How to get planning permission 

Time:  11.15-11.45  

Show: At both the Northern and Southwest shows 

 

Overview: An introduction to the planning system 

for self-builders and renovators. Learn how the    

system works, who makes the decisions and how to 

influence them, when consent may not be          

required, fees, tactics, when to use professional 

advice, when to appeal and more. 
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Title: Permitted Development: Extensions and     

 home improvements that don’t need 

 planning permission 

 

Time:  16.20-16.45  

Show: At the Northern Show   

  Friday and Saturday Only 

 

Time:  14.15-14.45  

Show: At the Southwest Show  

 

Overview:  Discover how to make the most of    

Permitted Development (PD) Rights to extend, alter 

and improve your home without needing planning    

permission, and tactics for combining PD rights with 

planning consent to get the very most out of your 

home. 

 

The Toolkit Series: Book updates and availability 

 

In 2011 we launched our first book ‘Permitted     

Development: A guide to extending your property’ 

so as to clearly explain the rules and regulations 

regarding Permitted Development Rights using 

clear text together with a range of illustrations and 

diagrams.  

 

This book has now been updated to include       

recent regulation changes relating to the         

maximum size of rear single storey extensions, as 

well as to explain the new Prior Approval system 

relating to the conversion of agricultural buildings 

and offices to residential properties.  

 

The second book in the Toolkit Series is an in-depth 

look at the Planning System and the processes   

involved with regard to preparing and submitting 

applications.  

 

The book entitled ‘Planning Permission: A guide 

through the planning maze’ refers to each stage of 

the planning process and provides an explanatory 

glossary of all the key terms used in the book.  

 

This book it should provide you with confidence to 

prepare simple applications for extensions and the 

like. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the London Homebuilding and Renovating 

show in September 2014 we sold out of both books 

and therefore due to the overwhelming demand 

the books can now be purchased directly from our 

website: www.foxleytaggplanning.co.uk/training/

publications and are priced at £10 each plus p&p. 

 

The Toolkit Series: Listed Buildings 

 

At each of the shows we also speak to many    

people who own or are looking at buying a listed 

building to renovate, improve and/or extend.    

 

Given the special protection for such buildings this 

can be a complex and a confusing area of the 

Planning System. 

 

With listed buildings, both the internal and external 

elements as well as any attached buildings to are 

covered by the designation.  
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In some cases even buildings on the same site can 

be listed.  

 

A crucial thing to remember is that any                

unauthorised works undertaken to such a listed 

building constitute a criminal offence which can 

be punishable by fine or imprisonment.  

 

With a listed building you need to be very careful 

when considering any renovation projects as in a 

lot of cases listed building consent will be needed 

even if planning permission is not.  

 

To help listed building owners and prospective    

purchasers to understand more about the        

complexities of the regulations, why buildings are 

listed, the pitfalls and best practice, our 3rd book of 

the Toolkit Series will be launched in time for       

National Home Building and Renovating Show 

which will be held at the NEC in March 2015. 

 

The book will be available to pre-order from our 

website from March 5th 2015 

www.foxleytaggplanning.co.uk/training/

publications or by contacting us directly on 01242 

222 107 provisionally priced at £10 plus p&p.  

 

For multiple orders please contact us direct to     

arrange postage. 

 

 

 

 

Self Build Projects 

 

In recent months Foxley Tagg have enjoyed a 

great deal of success with a number of large scale 

projects being approved, however we have also 

have obtained planning permission on behalf of a 

wide range of clients in relation to self build 

schemes. 

 

The following pages provide an overview of the 

projects undertaken in recent months.  
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The Old Pike House 

 

The Old Pike House is a detached, two storey 

dwelling located in rural Worcestershire.  

 

The existing dwelling has an extensive rear garden; 

however the site lies in a position outside the    

nearest village.  

 

In normal circumstances the Council would be 

able to resist the development of new dwelling 

outside of a settlement, however given a lack of 

housing supply we were able to successfully argue 

that the development would be sustainable and 

that it would not lead to any harm. 

 

In order to establish the principle of development, 

Foxley Tagg submitted an Outline Planning         

Application so as to justify that, in policy terms; the 

site and proposal were both suitable and         

compliant with relevant national and local        

planning policies.  

 

 

 

 

 

The Outline application was approved by Council 

Officers who conceded that the site was indeed 

sustainable, the proposal would not impact on the 

local landscape or neighbouring properties and 

the access was safe. 

 

Conditions attached to the Outline decision      

required a Reserved Matters application to be 

submitted within a year.  

 

A Reserved Matters application was therefore  

prepared and submitted to provide details of the 

proposed design and landscaping. The               

application was approved by Officers with the site 

owner, subject to the releasing the remaining   

conditions, having 2 years to proceed with the 

build.  

 

This development is classic example of where an   

in-depth understanding of planning policy and 

housing supply are required to bring forward a site 

for a self build project. Many Councils around the 

Country still have housing supply issues so such   

opportunities may be available in your area.  
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Gospel Hall 

 

Gospel Hall is an imposing red brick building in 

Manchester which, as the name suggests, was 

used for many years as a place of worship.  

 

Planning permission was secured for a change of 

use to residential, however given the size of the 

project the Council requested a substantial S.106 

contribution to be paid.  

As such we were approached by the new site 

owners to consider possible alternative project   

options, which would be more viable to bring     

forward.  

 

Both residential and mixed used proposals were 

reviewed so as to establish the best option with 

regard to planning policy constraints such as       

affordable housing provisions and to minimise     

financial contributions whilst maintaining values. 

 

Following this assessment, Foxley Tagg prepared a 

detailed planning application so as to change the 

use to include both dwellings and office                

accommodation.  

 

The scheme therefore included 2 x 2 bed flats, 2 x 1 

bed flat and a small office in addition to identifying 

a range of external changes such as new dormer 

windows, access arrangements and parking.  

 

Given the number of objections from local           

residents on highway grounds the application had 

to be heard by the Planning Committee but after 

a presentation by Foxley Tagg and short debate 

Members approved the scheme.  
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Ivy Cottage 

 

This project fathered an article written by Foxley 

Tagg, published in the ‘Listed Heritage Magazine’, 

where we explained that a wide range of       

seemingly minor works to a listed building were     

likely to require consent and that not regularising 

such breaches would at least complicate and at 

worst lose the sale.  

 

When our client began thinking of selling his listed 

property he was unsure as to whether all the       

improvements that he had carried out were lawful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over the years a wide range of works were         

undertaken both to the property and in the        

garden.  

 

As such our first involvement was to carefully       

catalogue the works undertaken to ascertain the 

extent of any breaches and which would require 

the correct consent. 

 

After this review it was clear that there were a     

significant number of breaches where                 

listed building consent would be needed to rectify 

the changes made.   

 

These referred to such things as replacement      

windows, new flooring, new doors in addition to a 

requirement for planning permission for new         

stables and fencing. 

 

 

Foxley Tagg were contracted to submit a listed 

building consent application and a planning       

application to regularise all of the breaches.  

 

In this case the client was fortunate that the works 

undertaken were generally sympathetic to the  

nature of the building e.g. wooden windows similar 

to those replaced and not UPVC.  

 

Both submissions were approved by Officers which 

enabled the client to sell his home with no issues. 

 

This project and the feedback from the article 

were the catalysts behind the production of our 

new Toolkit Series book on Listed Buildings.  

 

We hope that this book will provide people with a 

better understanding of listed buildings and the 

complexities surrounding renovations or extension 

works. 

 

It is of course worth noting that such permissions 

relate also to buildings which are located within 

the curtilage of a listed building when at the time 

of listing or where there is a physical attachment. 

 

In such case these buildings are afforded the same 

status as listed buildings.  
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Breinton Lee 

 

Foxley Tagg prepared an Outline Planning           

Application for a development comprising 15     

residential units of which some will be bespoke    

self-build plots. 

Once the application was submitted technical 

consultation responses e.g. highways, flooding etc. 

were received from the Council which outlined 

support for the scheme subject to conditions being 

added to any decision. 

However a large number of objections were       

submitted by local residents the impact upon visi-

bility of cars using a nearby layby and in relation to 

a historic but localised flooding problem.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Residents considered that the scheme would 

cause more problems, especially in relation to 

flooding.  

Despite support and a recommendation of        

approval from the Case Officer, the application 

was refused by the Planning Committee who 

agreed with the local objectors, despite there     

being no technical merits for such a decision.   

Foxley Tagg still considered that the application 

was robust and therefore submitted an Appeal on 

behalf of our client which the Inspector approved.   

The overall conclusion was that “the proposal 

would not result in any detrimental impacts which 

could not be offset or mitigated and it would    

constitute sustainable development”.  
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Land off Hampton Park Road 

 

Foxley Tagg were approached by our clients who 

wanted to self build two dwellings for their own 

use, however such a scheme would need to be 

economically viable.  

 

Upon viewing the site it was clear that a case 

could be made for the development of four new 

dwellings so that two plots could be sold to                   

facilitate the construction of the homes for our    

clients. 

 

The site was again located outside of any local 

settlement boundary and was cut off from the City  

As a footway along the main road ended before 

the site.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An Outline Planning Application was therefore   

submitted which included the addition of the new 

section of footway along with the development of 

4 new dwellings. 

 

With a new footway to be provided the site was 

considered to be sustainable so that new residents 

would not have to rely on private cars for travel.  

 

The Council, given their housing shortage,          

considered that the site would be suitable for      

development with permission to be granted      

subject to a legal agreement.    
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Coombe Down, Bath  

 

Foxley Tagg were approached by a client who 

owned a property with good sized garden. Access 

to the garden could be achieved from the main 

road via a narrow lane.  

 

Upon assessing the site it was clear that the garden 

could be developed to include a new dwelling, 

however the approach would need to be carefully 

considered given the proximity of neighbouring 

dwellings and the potential for overlooking and  

impact upon neighbours light. 

 

An Outline Application was prepared and          

submitted by Foxley Tagg in order to demonstrate 

that the site could be accessed safely and that  

the form of development proposed, with regard to  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

its scale, would not impact upon surrounding     

properties.  

 

The design solution included a 2 bedroom dwelling 

with part of the property having two stories in a 

location where it would not impact upon other 

properties.  

 

The application included shading diagrams so as 

to demonstrate that the development would not 

reduce the light going to surrounding dwellings.   

 

The Outline application despite some local        

concerns was approved by Officers and we are 

now considering the approach to the Reserved 

Matters submission.  
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